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Abstract

We extend the language of signed many-valued clausal
forms with linear integer arithmetic constraints. In this way,
we get a simple modeling language in which a wide range of
practical combinatorial problems admit compact and natu-
ral encodings. We then define efficient translations from our
language into the SAT and SMT formalism, and propose to
use SAT and SMT solvers for finding solutions.

1 Introduction

Devising efficient and effective techniques for solving
challenging combinatorial problems is a very active re-
search topic in the Constraint Programming (CP) and Sat-
isfiability Testing (SAT) research communities, and even
solver competitions are regularly held as co-located events
of the conferences in these fields. Roughly speaking, CP
counts with rich modeling languages, and devoted algo-
rithms for global constraints. SAT counts with a simple
standard modeling language, and fully automatic (no tuning
is needed) solvers that are highly competitive on real-word
problems due to the incorporation of powerful techniques
such as watched literals, clause learning, non-chronological
backtracking and dynamic activity-based variable selection
heuristics.

In this paper we present a new problem solving ap-
proach, based on multiple-valued logics, that bridges the
gap between CP and SAT, and takes into account the most
recently developed SAT technology. Our modeling lan-
guage extends the signed multiple-valued clausal forms
with linear integer arithmetic (LIA) constraints. Actually,
our language may be seen as the multiple-valued counter-
part of the Pseudo-Boolean formalism in the Boolean set-
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ting. This way, a wide range of combinatorial problems
are more naturally and compactly encoded than just us-
ing Boolean/multiple-valued clausal forms, and at the same
time take advantage of the best technology that SAT and
Satisfiability Modulo Theory (SMT) solvers incorporate.
A crucial point of our approach is that our modeling lan-
guage is very simple, and can be efficiently translated into
the mentioned SAT-based formalisms, as well as to many-
valued SAT solvers and the solvers of the CP community.
In contrast to more expressive languages, the problem of
finding a solution remains decidable.

A suitable option would be to implement a solver for
our language on top of a highly efficient many-valued SAT
solver incorporating the recently developed SAT technol-
ogy. This way, the structural information of the domain
could be exploited in both the branching heuristics and the
conflict-based clause learning module, and stronger forms
of consistency could be enforced. Unfortunately, duplicat-
ing all the effort put in contemporary SAT solvers would be
very costly. Therefore, we believe that a good alternative
to build a solver with relatively low cost is to use efficient
and effective encodings from our language into the SAT and
SMT formalisms, and then use, depending on the structure
of the instance to be solved, either a SAT solver or an SMT
solver for finding solutions. Hence, in this paper, we first
formally define the new language and then efficient trans-
lations from our language into the formalism used by SAT
and SMT solvers. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first time that a link between SMT and signed clausal forms
has been established, as well as that LIA constraints have
been incorporated into the multiple-valued setting.

We would like to mention two recent works of the CP
community that, together with the existing work in our com-
munity, have inspired the contributions of the present paper.
On the one hand, a recent work [6] proposes to use many-
valued clausal forms as a language for solving CP programs.
Among other advantages, the authors state that the conflict-
based clause learning of multiple-valued clausal forms pro-
vides a natural way of incorporating conflict-based clause
learning in the CP framework when dealing with finite do-
mains. On the other hand, one of the best performing



solvers in the CP competitions is Sugar [9]. This solver
translates CP problems into SAT but instead of using trans-
lations based on literals of the formx = i, it uses literals of
the formx ≥ i, which have been widely used in multiple-
valued logic and are known as regular literals [4, 5]. Sur-
prisingly, the authors of Sugar ignored all the existing work
on regular literals developed in our community.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 defines the
modeling language. Section 3 defines efficient mappings
from our formalism into the SAT and SMT formalisms.
Section 4 presents the conclusions and future work.

2 Modeling Language

We first formally define the syntax and semantics of the
many-valued clausal forms considered in our work, and in-
troduce Linear Integer Arithmetic (LIA) constraints. Then,
we define our modeling language.

Definition 1. A truth value set, or domain,N is a non-
empty finite set{i1, i2, . . . , in} wheren ∈ N. The cardi-
nality ofN is denoted by|N |. A total order≤ is associated
with N .

For the sake of simplicity, we assume that, unless oth-
erwise stated, all the propositional variables have the same
domain. Extending our results to the case in which every
variable has a different domain is straightforward. We also
assume that domains are of the form{1, 2, . . . , |N |}.

Definition 2. A sign is a subset of the truth value set. A
signed literal is an expression of the formS :x, whereS is
a sign andx is a propositional variable. The complement
of a signed literalS :x, denoted byS :x, is (N \ S):x. A
signed clause is a disjunction of signed literals. A signed
CNF formula is a conjunction of signed clauses.

Definition 3. Given a truth value setN and a valueik ∈ N ,
a signS is regular if it is either of the form{i ∈ N |i ≥ ik}
or of the formN \ {i ∈ N |i ≥ ik}. A signed literal is a
regular literal if its sign is regular. A signS is monosigned
if it is either a singleton (i.e. it contains exactly one truth
value) or the complement of a singleton. A signed literal is a
monosigned literal if its sign is monosigned. A monosigned
literal is positive if it is identical to{ik}:x, and is negative
if it is identical to{ik}:x.

In the sequel, we represent regular literals of the form
{i ∈ N |i ≥ ik}:x by x ≥ ik, regular literals of the form
N \ {i ∈ N |i ≥ ik}:x by¬(x ≥ ik) orx ≤ ik−1, positive
monosigned literals of the form{ik}:x by x = ik, negative
monosigned literals of the form{i}:x by¬(x = ik). With-
out loss of generality, all our signed CNF formulas contain
only regular and monosigned literals.

Definition 4. An assignment is a mapping that assigns to
every propositional variable an element of the truth value
set. An assignmentI satisfies a signed literalS :x iff
I(x) ∈ S, satisfies a signed clauseC iff it satisfies at least
one of the signed literals inC, and satisfies a signed CNF
formulaΓ iff it satisfies all the clauses inΓ. A signed CNF
formula is satisfiable iff it is satisfied by at least one assign-
ment; otherwise it is unsatisfiable.

Definition 5. A linear integer arithmetic (LIA) constraint is
an expression of the form

∑m

i=1
aixi ⊗ c, where⊗ ∈ {≤

,≥,=}, c is an integer,ai is a non-zero integer, andxi is a
propositional variable for eachi (1 ≤ i ≤ m). An assign-
ment satisfies a LIA constraint if the inequality or equal-
ity ⊗ holds when the propositional variables are instantiated
by the values of the assignment.

Definition 6. A multiple-valued formula with LIA con-
straints (MVL-formula) is a set of signed clauses and LIA
constraints. An assignment satisfies an MVL-formula if
it satisfies both all its signed clauses and all its LIA con-
straints.

Our new modeling language is the language of MVL-
formulas. Notice that it may be seen as the multiple-
valued counterpart of the Pseudo-Boolean formalism in the
Boolean setting.

Example 1.A magic square of ordern is an arrangement of
the integers1, 2, . . . , n2 in ann×nmatrix in such a way that
then numbers in all rows, all columns, and both diagonals
sum to the magic constantM = n(n2 + 1)/2. If we would
like to find a magic square of order 3 in our formalism, we
should find a satisfying assignment for the following MVL-
formula over the domainN = {1, 2, . . . , 9}:

x11 = 1 ∨ . . . ∨ xij = 1 ∨ . . . ∨ x33 = 1
x11 = 2 ∨ . . . ∨ xij = 2 ∨ . . . ∨ x33 = 2
...

...
...

x11 = 9 ∨ . . . ∨ xij = 9 ∨ . . . ∨ x33 = 9
x11 + x12 + x13 = 15
x21 + x22 + x23 = 15
x31 + x32 + x33 = 15
x11 + x21 + x31 = 15
x12 + x22 + x32 = 15
x13 + x23 + x33 = 15
x11 + x22 + x33 = 15
x13 + x22 + x31 = 15

Variablexij denotes the value of rowi and columnj,
and1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3.

Proposition 7. The satisfiability problem for MVL-
formulas is NP-complete.



3 Mappings

3.1 Mapping MVL-formulas into SAT

We first define the translation of a LIA constraint into
an equisatisfiable Signed CNF formula, and then the trans-
lation of a Signed CNF formula into an equisatisfiable
Boolean CNF formula. In this way, solving an MVL-
formula with SAT amounts to replacing their LIA con-
straints with their Signed SAT encoding, translating the de-
rived Signed SAT instance into SAT, and feeding the result-
ing SAT instance to a SAT solver.

3.1.1 LIA Constraints into Signed SAT

We describe a novel Signed SAT encoding of LIA con-
straints, and propose to give a geometrical interpretationto
encodings in order to produce more compact models. Ob-
serve that a LIA constraint

∑m

i=1
aixi ⊗ c over a domain

N , where⊗ ∈ {≤,≥,=}, is anm-ary constraint. Since
m ≥ 2, we will start by representing this constraint using
the signed version of well-know direct encoding from CSP
into SAT [7].

In the sequel we focus our attention on constraints of the
form

∑m

i=1
aixi ≤ c, because

∑m

i=1
aixi ≥ c is equivalent

to
∑m

i=1
−aixi ≤ −c, and

∑m

i=1
aixi = c is equivalent to

∑m

i=1
aixi ≤ c and

∑m

i=1
aixi ≥ c.

The idea behind the direct encoding is to represent as
clauses the forbidden assignments (nogoods). In the sim-
plest case, where the arity is 2, if we have a LIA constraint
a1x1 + a2x2 ≤ c, we get the following encoding:

∧

a1v1 + a2v2 > c

v1, v2 ∈ N

¬(x1 = v1 ∧ x2 = v2)

For example, the constraintx1 + 2x2 ≤ 6 over the do-
mainN = {1, 2, 3, 4} is:

¬(x1 = 1 ∧ x2 = 3) ¬(x1 = 1 ∧ x2 = 4)
¬(x1 = 2 ∧ x2 = 3) ¬(x1 = 2 ∧ x2 = 4)
¬(x1 = 3 ∧ x2 = 2) ¬(x1 = 3 ∧ x2 = 3)
¬(x1 = 3 ∧ x2 = 4) ¬(x1 = 4 ∧ x2 = 2)
¬(x1 = 4 ∧ x2 = 3) ¬(x1 = 4 ∧ x2 = 4)

If we represent the space of all the possible assignments of
x1 andx2 in a matrix, and mark with(vi, vj) the nogoods
and with “−” the goods, we get:

x1 = 1 x1 = 2 x1 = 3 x1 = 4
x2 = 4 (1, 4) (2, 4) (3, 4) (4, 4)
x2 = 3 (1,3) (2,3) (3, 3) (4, 3)
x2 = 2 − − (3,2) (4,2)
x2 = 1 − − − −

Thinking geometrically, we have that the possible assign-
ments tox1 andx2 correspond to a square, and the arith-
metic constraint corresponds to a straight line that divides
the square into two regions: one containing all the goods
and another containing all the nogoods. Hence, the direct
encoding amounts to explicitly represent all the points of the
square that are in the nogood region. However, we can get
more compact representations if a clause encodes an area
of the nogood region containing several nogoods instead of
encoding exactly one nogood. This is the idea behind our
proposal to defining a compact encoding of LIA constraints
using signed literals. Even when in this paper we focus on
LIA constraints, this geometrical interpretation may leadto
more compact Signed SAT and SAT encodings on a wide
range of constraints, and provides evidence of the advan-
tages of using signed literals for modeling combinatorial
problems.

A regular version of the direct encoding for a LIA con-
straint of the forma1x1 + a2x2 ≤ c, wherea1 > 0 and
a2 > 0, was defined in [9] as follows:1

∧

b1 + b2 = c+ 1
⌈

b1

a1

⌉

,

⌈

b2

a2

⌉

∈ N

¬(x1 ≥
⌈ b1
a1

⌉

∧ x2 ≥
⌈ b2
a2

⌉

)

In general, for a LIA constraint of the forma1x1+ · · ·+
amxm ≤ c, the encoding becomes:

∧

∑

m

i=1
bi = c+ 1

⌈

bi

ai

⌉

∈ N

¬(x1 ≥
⌈ b1
a1

⌉

∧ · · · ∧ xm ≥
⌈ bm
am

⌉

)

In our example, the generated clauses are:

¬(x1 ≥ 1 ∧ x2 ≥ 3) ¬(x1 ≥ 2 ∧ x2 ≥ 3)
¬(x1 ≥ 3 ∧ x2 ≥ 2) ¬(x1 ≥ 4 ∧ x2 ≥ 2)

Thanks to the regular signs, this regular direct encoding pro-
duces fewer clauses than the standard direct encoding with
monosigned signs.

Let us see the geometrical interpretation of the clauses
of the previous regular direct encoding: the clause¬(x1 ≥
1 ∧ x2 ≥ 3) represents the area containing the no-
goods(1, 4), (2, 4), (3, 4), (4, 4),(1, 3), (2, 3), (3, 3), (4, 3);
the clause¬(x1 ≥ 2 ∧ x2 ≥ 3) represents the area con-
taining (2, 4), (3, 4), (4, 4), (2, 3), (3, 3), (4, 3), the clause
¬(x1 ≥ 3 ∧ x2 ≥ 2) represents the area containing(3, 4),
(3, 3), (3, 2), (4, 4), (4, 3), (4, 2), and the clause¬(x1 ≥ 4∧

1The authors of [9] do not describe their encoding as a direct encoding.
We present here a reformulation, based on our geometrical interpretation,
which shows that their encoding is, in fact, a regular directencoding. Ifa1
(a2) is negative, thenx1 ≥

⌈

b1

a1

⌉

(x2 ≥

⌈

b2

a2

⌉

) should be replaced with

x1 ≤

⌊

b1

a1

⌋

(x2 ≤

⌊

b2

a2

⌋

).



x2 ≥ 2) represents the area containing(4, 4), (4, 3), (4, 2).
Observe that this regular direct encoding defines areas of the
nogood region whose union covers all the nogoods. How-
ever, there is a considerable overlap among these areas.
So, we propose a signed encoding (not necessarily regu-
lar) in which the clauses encode areas of the nogood re-
gion and their union covers all the nogoods but there is no
overlap. To this end, we start by deriving the above regu-
lar encoding. Then, we remove redundant clauses. In our
example, we remove the clauses¬(x1 ≥ 2 ∧ x2 ≥ 3)
and¬(x1 ≥ 4 ∧ x2 ≥ 2) because they are proper sub-
sets of one of the remaining clauses. Nevertheless, after re-
moving redundant clauses, there is yet overlap: the clauses
¬(x1 ≥ 1 ∧ x2 ≥ 3) and¬(x1 ≥ 3 ∧ x2 ≥ 2) over-
lap in the area formed by(3, 4), (4, 4), (3, 3), (4, 3). To
overcome this drawback, we will use interval signs. Inter-
val signs allow to remove overlapping areas once redundant
clauses have been removed. In our example, the encoding
would be formed by two clauses:¬([1, 2] : x1 ∧ x2 ≥ 3)
and¬([3, 4] : x1 ∧ x2 ≥ 2). In order to have a com-
plete encoding in our language we may transform the in-
terval signed literals into a disjunction of monosigned lit-
erals. Otherwise, we could incorporate interval signed lit-
erals in our language. In this case, we just have to add,
for every occurring literal[a, b] : x, the clausal form of
[a, b] : x ↔ x ≥ a ∧ ¬(x ≥ b+ 1).

We have so far discussed the new encoding for binary
constraints and its geometrical interpretation, but our ap-
proach may also be applied to non-binary constraints. For
instance, for ternary constraints, the space of all possible in-
terpretations is represented by a cube, and a LIA constraint
of the forma1x1 + a2x2 + a3x3 ≤ c is a plane that in-
tersects with that cube. To obtain a compact encoding, we
propose to use parallelepipeds represented by clauses of the
form ¬([i1, j1] : x1 ∧ [i2, j2] : x2 ∧ x3 ≥ k)2, which are
parallelepipeds with widthj1−i1, heightj2−i2, and length
|N | − k. All these parallelepipeds may have different vol-
ume, and allow to cover the nogood region without overlap.
In the general case, we will have expressions of the form
¬([i1, j1] : x1 ∧ · · · ∧ [im−1, jm−1] : xm−1 ∧ xm ≥ k).

3.1.2 Signed SAT into SAT

Translating signed CNF formulas into satisfiability equiva-
lent Boolean CNF formulas has been proposed in [1, 3]. It
amounts to interpreting signed literals as Boolean literals,
and adding, for each propositional variable, the following

2Depending on the type of intersection of the plane and the cube, the
variables containing interval (regular) literals may be different.

Boolean clauses:3

x ≥ |N | → x≥|N |−1 x = 1 ↔ ¬x≥2
x≥|N |−1 → x≥|N |−2 x = 2 ↔ x≥2 ∧ ¬(x≥3)
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
x≥3 → x≥2 x = i ↔ x≥i ∧ ¬(x≥i+ 1)
x≥2 → x≥1 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

x = |N |−1 ↔ x≥|N |−1 ∧ ¬(x≥|N |)
x = |N | ↔ x≥|N |

(1)
The clauses on the left encode the order relation while the
clauses on the right link monosigned and regular literals.
It turns out that the derived Boolean CNF formula and the
input signed CNF formula are equisatisfiable.

3.2 Mapping MVL-formulas into SMT

An SMT instance is a generalization of a Boolean for-
mula in which some propositional variables have been re-
placed by predicates with predefined interpretations from
background theories. For example, a formula can contain
clauses like, e.g.,p∨q∨(x+2 ≤ y)∨(x > y+z), wherep
andq are Boolean variables, andx, y andz are integer vari-
ables. Predicates over non-Boolean variables, such as linear
integer inequalities, are evaluated according to the rulesof
a background theory. Examples of theories include linear
real or integer arithmetic, arrays, bit vectors, etc., or combi-
nations of them.

Formally speaking, atheoryis a set of first-order formu-
las closed under logical consequence. The SMT problem
for a theoryT is: given a first-order formulaF , determine
whether there is a model ofT ∪ {F}.

Although an SMT instance can be solved by encoding it
into an equisatisfiable SAT instance and feeding it to a SAT
solver, currently most successful SMT solvers are based
on the integration of a SAT solver and aT -solver, that is,
a decision procedure for the given theoryT . In this so-
called lazy approach, while the SAT solver is in charge of
the Boolean component of reasoning, theT -solver deals
with sets of atomic constraints inT . The main idea is
that theT -solver analyzes the partial model that the SAT
solver is building, and warns it about conflicts with theory
T (T -inconsistency). In this way, we are hopefully getting
the best of both worlds: in particular, the efficiency of the
SAT solver for the Boolean reasoning and the efficiency of
special-purpose algorithms inside theT -solver for the the-
ory reasoning. See [8] for a survey on this approach.

Among the theories considered in the SMT library [2] we
are interested in integer numbers and fixed size bit vectors,
and more specifically in the logics:

• QF LIA: quantifier-freelinear integer arithmetic. In
essence, closed quantifier-free formulas with Boolean

3For the sake of clarity, in this paper we sometimes usea → b and
¬(a ∧ b) instead of their clausal form:¬a ∨ b and¬a ∨ ¬b, respectively.



combinations of inequalities between linear polynomi-
als over integer variables.

• QF IDL: difference logic over the integers. A frag-
ment of QFLIA where inequalities are restricted to
have the formx−y⊗b beingx andy integer variables,
b an integer constant and⊗ ∈ {<,≤, >,≥,=, 6=}.

• QF BV: closed quantifier-free formulas over bit vec-
tors, with operations such as concatenation, extraction
and the usual bitwise logical operations.

Next we describe how to translate an MVL-formula into
SMT instances using the above logics. For QFLIA the
translation is direct, whereas for QFIDL and QFBV we
first need to translate the MVL-formula into a signed CNF
formula (as shown in Subsection 3.1).

3.2.1 Linear Integer Arithmetic

QF LIA is a language more general than our MVL-formulas
and therefore it captures such formulas quite naturally.

Example 2.The SMT encoding of Example 1 in the SMT-
LIB language v1.2 under QFLIA is as follows:

(benchmark magic_seq
:logic QF_LIA
:extrafuns ((x11 Int) (x12 Int) (x13 Int)

(x21 Int) (x22 Int) (x23 Int)
(x31 Int) (x32 Int) (x33 Int))

:formula
(and
(and (>= x11 1) (<= x11 9)

...
(>= x33 1) (<= x33 9))

(and (or (= x11 1) ... (= x33 1))
...

(or (= x11 9) ... (= x33 9)))
(and (= 15 (+ x11 x12 x13))

(= 15 (+ x21 x22 x23))
(= 15 (+ x31 x32 x33))
(= 15 (+ x11 x21 x31))
(= 15 (+ x12 x22 x32))
(= 15 (+ x13 x23 x33))
(= 15 (+ x11 x22 x33))
(= 15 (+ x13 x22 x31)))

)
)

In the above example we can find three sections. The first
one determines the logic to be used. The second one de-
clares the variables occurring in the formula. The third
one contains the formula, which must not be necessarily in
clausal form. Notice that the first part of the formula con-
straints the domains of the variables.

3.2.2 Integer Difference Logic

Given a signed CNF formula, we translate regular liter-
als of the formx ≥ a into the difference logic atom
(≥ x a), and monosigned literals of the formx = a into
the difference logic atom(= x a). Apart from this transla-
tions, we must define that each variablex has domainN :
(and (≥ x 1) (≤ x |N|)).

3.2.3 Bit Vectors

We now describe how a signed CNF formula can be en-
coded as an equisatisfiable QFBV formula. Given a signed
CNF formulaF , for each distinct propositional variablex
and each distinct signed literalSi : x with x, we create: (i)
a Boolean variablexi; (ii) a bit vector variablebxi

whose
length is the cardinality|N | of the domain; and (iii) a bit
vector constantcxi

of the same length whosej-th bit is1 iff
j ∈ Si.

Next, we define:

Boolean mapping of F as the formula resulting from re-
placing each signed literal of the formSi :x in F with
xi.

Bit vector linking of a signed literalSi :x as the formula:

xi → (bxi
= cxi

) ∧ ¬xi → (bxi
= (bvnot cxi

))

Non-emptinessof a propositional variablex in F as the
formula:

(bvand bx1
. . . bxn

) 6= 0

whereS1 :x, . . . ,Sn :x are all the signed literals withx
in F .

Then, the conjunction of the Boolean mapping ofF , the
bit vector linking of every signed literalSi :x in F , and the
non-emptiness formula of every propositional variablex in
F , gives us a QFBV formula which is equisatisfiable toF .

Notice that our formulation is valid not only for
monosigned and regular literals, but for all signed literals
Si :x in general, since the bit vector constantscxi

explicitly
represent the signSi.

Recall from Definition 4 that an assignmentI maps ev-
ery propositional variablex to an element of the domain,
and it satisfies a signed literalS :x iff I(x) ∈ S. Therefore,
the QFBV formula obtained from a signed formulaF is
equisatisfiable toF since, for eachSi :x in F :

• Thej-th bit of cxi
is 1 iff j ∈ Si.

• The vector linking formulas guarantee that theI(x)-th
bit of bxi

is set to1. Notice thatSi :x has been replaced
by xi and, whenxi is true,bxi

is equal tocxi
(the bit

vector representingSi) and, whenxi is false,bxi
is

equal to its complement.



The non-emptiness constraint, for each variablex, ensures
consistency ofI(x) with I ′(xi) for all signed literalsSi :x,
whereI ′ is a Boolean assignment. Sincebvand is a bitwise
AND on bitvectors, we are enforcing that, at least for one
k in the domain (includingI(x)), thek-th bit of all bxi

is 1
and, hence, consistency.

Example 3.Let F be a signed CNF formula of the form
{{1, 2}:x∨D1, {1, 3}:x∨D2, . . .}, whereD1, D2 are dis-
junctions of signed literals. Assuming that{1, 2}:x and
{1, 3}:x are the only signed literals withx in F , and that
the domain is{1, . . . , 8}, the resulting QFBV formula is:

(benchmark bv.smt
:logic QF_BV
:extrapreds ((x1) (x2) ...)
:extrafuns ((b_x1 BitVec[8])

(b_x2 BitVec[8])
...

)
:formula
(and
(or x1 ...)
(or x2 ...)
...
(implies x1 (= b_x1 bvbin00000011))
(implies (not x1) (= b_x1 bvbin11111100))
(implies x2 (= b_x2 bvbin00000101))
(implies (not x2) (= b_x2 bvbin11111010))
(not (= (bvand b_x1 b_x2) bvbin00000000))

)
)

4 Conclusions

We have presented a new multiple-valued modeling lan-
guage that extends signed CNF formulas with LIA con-
straints. Our language allows to model in a natural and com-
pact way a wide range of practical combinatorial problems.

We have defined efficient mappings from MVL-formulas
to both SAT and SMT. We claim that it is better to model
the problems to be solved in our language and then trans-
late them to SAT or SMT. Notice that if we perform a direct
translation from SAT to SMT, we have to treat the SMT
variables as Boolean variables because the domain infor-
mation is lost in the SAT encoding.

Regarding the question of whether it is better to use ei-
ther a SAT solver or an SMT solver, we believe that this
depends on the particular structure of the problem to be
solved. Fortunately, our simple modeling language allows
the translation to both SAT and SMT. We also plan to pro-
vide direct translations into CP solvers.

It is worth noticing that, for the first time, we extended
signed CNF formulas with LIA constraints, and defined

novel encodings from this new language into SAT. Further-
more, we have introduced a geometrical interpretation of
the direct encoding that allows one to produce more com-
pact and natural encodings of LIA constraints when signed
literals are used. We plan to apply this approach to other
constraints, and empirically evaluate the impact of elimi-
nating redundancies. We have also established, for the first
time, a link between signed clausal forms and SMT for-
malisms, as well as defined efficient encodings from our
language into SMT. On the one hand, we have shown that
SMT allows one to deal with signed CNF formulas and LIA
constraints using a high-level language. On the other hand,
we have defined a trickier encoding of signed CNF formulas
based on bit vectors that leads to a new approach to solving
multiple-valued SAT problems. The next step is to design
and conduct an empirical evaluation of the contributions of
the paper.
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